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to get tickets and Lapis. Reroll if you want, otherwise use tickets or multi summons (5000 or 10+ 1 ticket) to get a few units. Level up to these units to increase the vortex: Chamber of Experience (energy free up to rank 15), or Cactus Dunes, which is open every weekend. Metal cacti are
melted into pieces to give them experience. Once you've leveled enough, stop doing a boost of whirlpool and do any possible events, but only if that's the case for the exchange. The exchange event is the stage of the event, which at the end of the event awards a special currency of the



event. This currency can be spent on useful items, such as wake-up materials or equipment. If the event of the raid takes place, you can do it together with an enhanced vortex. Fill in a few new lookies to get a lot of resources. Learn how your account system works. Continue to do a raid or
exchange events to wake your units and level them further. Increase friends slots and make friends in powerful pieces. Use the help of community forums. Continue the story and get more espers and early equipment. Complete the remaining novice searches. Complete light equipment
tests. Use a powerful unit of friends to help. Start making light, low-ranking expeditions, but use only units that you can spare. Complete any new event that has been released. Finish story season 1 get Trust Moogle (ALL 100%) and lots of Lapis along the way. Level up and wake your
esper. Raid event will help with magites. Finish more tests. Start expanding your list and calling out more units. Complete the lapio and ring recipe achievement trophies. Awaken abilities when they are game changing your party. See also: Unit List, Unit Ratings, How to restart If you're just
starting, decide whether you want to restart good units or not. Rerolling is in the process of re-setting the game again and again in hopes of getting good or favorable pieces from the limited summons you get early in the game. While it is not necessary to enjoy most of the game with random
pieces, you can get more fun from doing harder content with stronger units, or maybe just want to steamroll your enemies. See how to restart. Lapis &amp; | edit source] Lapis and tickets are the basis of the game ecosystem. They are primarily used to summon units. Units are what players
live and die. And so it's unreasonable to waste lapis and tickets without of them. While both can be used to summon units, Lapis has much more to use in the game, and is the game's premium currency that can be purchased with real money. Subpoena policy[edit | edit source] The game
divides the unit pool into two units: Rare units and standard units. Rare units can be called from various banners, such as summons, daily summons, etc. Standard units are considered free units that are not useful for any complex struggles. Base rarity: the smallest tithe of the unit. The
called unit begins with the smallest rarity. As a rule, a higher base means a rarer and stronger unit. Maximum rarity: the maximum rarity of the unit can be awakened. There are currently 7 stars or there is a maximum of certain units. Any unit that can't be awakened to 6 stars is usually not
helpful in baring some exceptions. Short breakdown summons rate for rare units: Rare summons rate 3 star Blue - - - 45% 4 star gold - - 45% 5 star Rainbow 1.5% 6.5% 8% Orange 1% 1% 2% It is generally advised to invite for a good 5 star or higher unit. If justified, try reaching two units of
one 5 star or higher to get access to your 7-star form, which is most likely if you are called upon on the banner displayed. If you are free to play, consider completing the thematic banner to step up, as is usually guaranteed 5 star summons or exchanges. However, as much value is the ability
to complete step-up's, if you can't, you may be better off doing every day 250 summonses. 500 summons is not recommended. Initially, whether you plan to restart or not, you should at least call some units with tickets or multiple summonses. This helps you fill the party with decent pieces to
start with; If you are lucky, you can get a strong unit immediately. Another use of Lapis[edit | edit source] Update your socket (units, equipment, materials, etc.) is very important and low risk. Update them when you're full, but still be careful and safe or sell out unnecessary units or items. Do
not touch good devices or units with high TMR. Gil Snappers' only goal is to sell Gil. Metal cacti can be fused into other units to enhance the experience. Using Lapis to update your energy will vary depending on your rank. If you have a low rank, it is better to buy an energy package that
provides 120 energy to 100. Use Lapis to revive is not recommended, because you can simply repeat the battle. Premium bundles that cost Lapis are usually not recommended to buy, especially expensive ones that cost 2500-3000 with awakening material and metal cacti inside.
Sometimes there are 250-350 bundles, which contain a rare summons ticket and other good ones. value is controversial. However, since a daily summons costs you 250, it's worth that at least a lot. You can find the opportunity to summon more about a good banner without only once a
day, also important. Sources Sources Lapis[edit | edit source] Complete all history and missions will give you more than 110,000. Season 1: 45,130 Season 2: 69,930 (Renewable) If you have been joining daily and completing updated content, you will receive about 20,000 per month.
When you get a pop-up window asking you to give an estimate and view the game, click them to get 100. You don't really appreciate getting them. It will be sent to your inbox. You can receive this reward only once. Daily Login Rewards gives a different amount of Lapis each month. Just log
in every day to get paid. You will get 100 of each rank up. Finishing a daily quest every day to earn you 50. Some searches can earn you an extra 5-10 each. Attending 5 arena matches every day will reward you 40, whether you win or lose. The complete underworld decoration in narrative
mode will reward you with 100. Once your mission has been completed, you will also be awarded fox. Progress through history, finishing missions as you go along, will give you tons of lapis. Achieving the gold trophy will earn you 500 each. Reaching a certain stage of the expedition will
earn you 100 per week. Rewards Wheel spinning up to 7 times can earn up to 150 per back and an additional 500 after 100 spins. Ticket sources[edit | edit source] Events will give tons of tickets, especially exchange events. Reaching a certain stage of the expedition will earn you 1 ticket
per week. When you reach a certain stage of a limited event, you will receive 2 guaranteed 5-star tickets. Once you have reached a certain stage of a limited event, you can earn 5★ Select a Summons ticket. Campaigning and advertising for tickets is quite common. Content breakdown [edit
| edit source] The game can feel overwhelming to the new player, given that it has been updated with so much content as well as limited-time events. Unlike console games, content in this game requires energy to do, which fills gradually. You can only play so much during the day. Split
content so we can determine which content you should do or prioritize. The history of Content World Progress is quite important, not just because you may enjoy the story. Many items, although not usually as strong as the elements of the event, can be found all over the world. And you can
get espers just by promoting the story. Event events are limited in duration, as well as their awards. It is highly recommended that you finish as much as you can before you perform other content. Certain events, such as Raid events, do not use energy at all. Enhance enhance vortex is an
on-demand vortex that fills certain needs, such as money, experience or materials. As a rule, they are not the best for work, but they can be used as a last-ditch effort when not opened another event or vortex. In addition to the daily whirlwind, there is also a weekend vortex, unlocked every
weekend, which has more plentiful awards. Tests There are many types of tests that are designed to complex but useful. However, due to the nature of the power creep, you can find several tests that can easily be beaten by a newer player. Using a strong friend unit will allow you to beat
the court that you normally could not. Arena and The Coliseum Together. Uses orbs instead of energy. Expedition at once. You will need to wake up and level more units in order to be able to make expeditions better, but you should do as much as you can each day. Daily Quests always do
daily quests every day. Rookie Quests Easy Quest is for beginners. Rewards you with a lot of resources. Trophies Some trophies will be completed during the normal game, and some need more work. Since they give 500 for every gold trophy, it may be worth seeing which you can easily
complete. Not to mention recipes of strong rings. Watch Trophy Guide. The majority of party improvement awakening and leveling pieces of game content require your units to battle enemies. A good party with maximum leveled units is a high priority. Leveling espers is not a big priority, but
try to learn your useful abilities like killers quickly. Ranking up at the same time. You rank while doing other content. World [edit | edit source] Main articles: World Map, Cities &amp;amp; Quests, Dungeons, Explorations When you explore a new city or exploration map, check the pages of
cities and explorations to get all their hidden objects and searches. While it may be fun to discover them yourself, it is very difficult to follow them, and some of them are really difficult to find. Many quests need you to defeat monsters in subsequent dungeons, so save your energy by making
all quests in advance. Espers can be found all over the world. In addition to the siren, the rest are hidden in the optional dungeons. Esper can be equipped with a party, giving you stats to increase and abilities. Events[edit | edit source] Main article: Events Events can be found by clicking
Vortex. There are several types of events, each of which has a different system and different rewards. Event types are not usually marked in the game, only historical and raid events do so. Some events, usually holiday events, are unique and different from others. Raid event and exchange
event is good for beginners. They can give you the many resources you need to strengthen your party. Since the events are limited in time, make sure to farm them as much as you can. Raid event [edit | edit source] Raid dungeons use raid orbs, similar to arena orbs, not energy. They
update once an hour, up to 5 orbs max. Ranking up or using lapis upgrade will fill your orbs completely. Raid event is very good for beginners because they can be done without their energy. Coins from the raid can be used to summon Metal Cactuar (EXP), Gil Snapper (Gil), Magicites
(Esper EXP), and other events only unit/awards. Exchange event[edit | edit source] By farming events dungeons, you will get a unique currency, which can be traded with King Mog/Mog Minister for various awards: Metal Cactuar (EXP), summons tickets, consumer supplies, awakening
materials, exclusive event items, etc. The exchange event is another good event for beginners, because it has the most resources you need. Greater difficulty will give a larger currency than energy. To increase the amount of currency, you can use bonus units, including a friend's unit, at
your party. A new summons banner is always introduced during an event that contains new bonus units, it may be a good idea to call multiple units. The narrative event[edit | edit source] Narrative events are dungeons with increasing difficulties and energy requirements. These dungeons
include a history of heavy elements. Historical events reward you with capacity awakening material and various other rewards. Later dungeons may be too difficult for beginners to do. Unlike raids and exchange events, you usually do not farm at events of this kind unless you want to farm
because of the skills to awaken materials. The challenge event[edit | edit source] Challenge events are usually introduced as a second week event, complementing the raid or exchange event, i.e. if the raid/exchange event lasts 14 days, this second event will be presented in 7 days. As the
title means challenge events are usually difficult boss battles. As a beginner you may not be able to clean it up in certain years. The exploration event[edit | edit source] Like a challenge event, exploration events are usually introduced as an event of the second week, complementing the raid
or exchange event. However, unlike challenging events, exploration events are easier and are introduced in several stages of complexity. Enhance Vortex [edit | edit source] Main article: Category: Enhance You will unlock the vortex very early in the story. It can be accessed from the home
menu. Increase the vortex is a special dungeon with several chambers. One camera can be unlocked free of charge during the day, and the rest can be opened after 100. It's usually not a good idea to use your lapis for these unlocking. When you unlock one or more swirls, it will show a
timer indicating when the vortex will be locked. The timer itself does not start when you unlock it. Instead, each vortex will be locked at 00:00 PST. Gems Palace: Drops the ability to awaken crysts. Only useful if you need to awaken the abilities of the unit, which should be the last priority.
Considered the ultimate purpose of the game. Creative Palace: Drops craft materials. Recommended. Better to go to the list of materials, find you need, and look for monsters that drop it. Awakening Camera: Drops the rarity of awakening materials used to increase pieces. If you are looking
for a Sacred Crystal then INT is your Choice, while Holy Crystal drops more ADV. Otherwise use a list of substances to find specific substances drops. The European Parliament and the Provides a great unit experience. The amount of experience is usually much higher than that found in
the underworlds of history. It is recommended to use to iron the device. Better experience indicators are provided for events, participation in raids or Mog King farming events, but are usually limited to Metal Gigantuars, or for a limited period of time. Cactus dunes provide a better net
experience when it is open. Riches Palace: Give you gil. Recommended. With Gil Farmer's source elt, 170,000 can be earned. Trials[edit | edit source] See also Fallen, Chamber of the Reborn, Chamber of Arms Arena &amp; Colosseum[edit | edit source] Main article: Arena, Colosseum
Expedition[edit | edit source] Main article: Expedition Rookie Quests[edit source] Main article: Rookie Quests Trophies[edit | edit source] See also: Trophies, Trophy Guide Hero's Ring is an accessory that increases your ATK and MAG by 10%, which is very useful for new players. It is also
used as a material to craft stronger rings like Monarch's Ring, Domination Ring, The Ring, and Ring of Dominion. Hero's Ring can be crafted using a recipe reward to complete 30 trophies. Most of these trophies can be completed during normal play in just over 2 weeks, if you need to keep
in mind some of the requirements, and some have to grind more. You can find the full guide in the Trophy Guide. General tips[edit | edit source] Power Creep[edit | edit source] Power Creep is a process that often occurs in games where new content (in this case units) slowly surpasses the
power of previous alternatives. This leads to players abandoning previous options in favor of pursuing the latest and more powerful alternatives, thus inevitably increasing power throughout the game. Since more, stronger units are released, older content doesn't seem so hard due to the
power level difference from when the content was released to what was at the time. As the game's lifecycle continues, newer content will be released to challenge what units are currently available. Smoothing up [edit | edit source] Cactus Dunes Chamber of Experience Money [edit | edit
source] Later you will see that you need more gil things like expedition or ability to wake up. Up to this point, you should have a lot of common materials to complete the game normally, and can just sell out stacks from them to gain a lot of gil. This, along with events that give you many Gil
Snappers, will allow you to have more depth than you will know what to do with. Gearing up[edit | edit source] Guns[edit | edit source] The first thing to get is FalchionFalchionFalchionStats: ATK + 80 of Rookie Quests if you haven't already done so. Armor[edit | edit source] Accessory [edit |
edit source] collect equipment from cities, quests, explorations and events (King Mog, Raids, etc.) to help create the build Deal with test bosses as soon as you're ready; they often provide medium and high tier tools as completion awards. Review the boss's guides to see where you're
compared to the power you need to defeat a particular boss. Mission[edit | edit source] Main article: Mission Trust Master Rewards[edit | edit source] Main article: Trust Master Reward Advice[edit | edit source] Don't invest too much in low-quality units at the beginning. The main character
units like Rain or Lasswell are under-performing compared to other 5 star base units. Do some research on the units you first call and invest in those. See Ratings. Don't play narrative mode right through. Your units will not be equal to historical benchmarks. It is better to first iron out in the
vortex or from events. This will make the story much easier to play through. Do not waste the fox; use Lapis very sparingly. Lapis will need to update inventory, but make sure you free up slots first if you can manage it. However, do not sell units unless you are sure that you are not using the
device and will not receive them in TMR. Sometimes even a worthless unit has a good TMR. Always in the arena and daily quests every day. The amount of lapis and bonus you will receive from them will be added over time. Not making friends is a critical mistake many beginners make. As
you play you will have the opportunity to ask for pieces of friends to temporarily join your country's missions and quests. Start creating eyes for potential friends with a powerful device that you can put on your friend's list. A high-powered friend at an early level can easily carry your group
through a heavy fight; In addition, a friend may have a duplicate unit, as the one you have, allows you to synergize abilities or chain attacks you don't need to have two in the same unit. Do not chase after a 5 star base unit without also taking the risk! They are designed to be very attractive
and generally nostalgic, but the ability to summon them without spending a good amount of your resources or money is small. Do not ignore the excellent 4-star base pieces. They are called more often and can be building blocks for amazing teams. Pieces like Ashe, Amelia, Warriors light,
etc. have a lot going for them in the main game or arena, especially before you get 5 star base pieces. A good 4-star base unit that can become a 6-star max. Continue to expand the list and even out more units. Not just focus on choosing a few pieces after you max them out. Pay attention
to your ranking by the time. The rating gives you 100 Lapis, restores your energy according to your maximum energy (e.g. 50/99 -&gt; 150/100), updates the arena, raid and weapons enhancement event if event and/or arms enhancement event is up. Before ranking, you should first use all
your orbs. Connect to Global communities such as Facebook and Reddit feel the game, its endgame and sense of community. Ask for help and advice on how to respond quickly. Answers.
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